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The Education Incubator Blog
2020 Catalogue
Our most popular blog of 2020 — Lockdown Learning and Distanced Education — is
the perfect example of the Incubator at work. Drawing on their collective experiences,
colleagues from Computer Science, Classics and Ancient History, Geography, Law, and
Mathematics offer their informed and practical thoughts about teaching online.
In total, the different perspectives offered by the Incubator blog were viewed over
5,000 times across 70 countries during 2020, introducing innovative pedagogical
work to many, both across the institution and beyond.
The Incubator blog exists to support staff and students from across the University of
Exeter in their exploration of their pedagogic innovations. It also provides a platform
for them to share their own experiences.
We have collated this ’blogazine’ to share a variety of topics with you, including
anti-racist pedagogies, digital co-presence in learning communities, playfulness in
education, and many more. We hope that reading them will inspire you to learn more
about these projects and join in with a network of interested peers and students, who
have shared their expertise and inspirational educational innovations.
The Incubator blog is regularly updated with new content, so make sure to follow us
on our Twitter or LinkedIn to keep up to date.
If you are not currently part of an Incubator project, but have a topic you would like
to contribute to the blog, please email us at educationincubator@exeter.ac.uk.

Prof Sarah Dyer
Director of the Exeter Education Incubator
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The Exeter Spectrum Project
JANUARY 17, 2020

KAREN KENNY

A fascinating project is underway in the Education Incubator this year, Layal Hakim and Barrie
Cooper are working to improve the experience of students with autistic spectrum conditions. You
can follow their progress on their web-page, and here, to get you started, is a re-blog of Layal’s
recent post.
The autism champions met on Wednesday 23rd October at 13:00. We started the meeting
watching a video on Rosie King’s personal experience with autism.
Following that, we discussed the challenges and opportunities around supporting autistic
students. Some brief notes taken during the meeting are given below.
Can we get hold of data on proportion of autistic students in different subjects?
What existing support is available? AccessAbility provides support including advisors specialising
in ASC mentoring, and support groups for autistic students on a regular basis.
Challenge:
Multiple-choice questions – can find fault with all answers, or distractors can be more distracting
than intended.
Is the issue one of resourcing? Do we need more recognition of the time this takes? This should
be business as usual, not above and beyond… but need time/resources to do it properly.
Hyper-sensitivity to sound, stimulation…
Room for interpretation in the task… can this be difficult to navigate? Is this ambiguity an essential
component of the subject, assessment, learning in some subjects?
Seminars and contributions?
Are ILPs being adhered to correctly? Are all the recommended adjustments in the ILPs
manageable?
Are there examples of inclusive assessment design? How does this relate to module descriptors
and specifying the forms of assessment? Need to understand more about the
alternatives. Examples of inclusive teaching also.
Do we have autism-friendly student accommodation? Room opening to communal area could be
daunting.
If autistic students have such diverse requirements, to what extent can general recommendations
be made or be helpful?
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Opportunities:
Tailor resources, assessment, experiences to allow students to demonstrate a range of different
abilities (not necessarily different assessments).
Help design situations and assessments that encourage use of imagination.
We can change the environment … ILPs might specify smaller rooms for examinations …
technology such as noise-cancelling headphones?
Can we structure responses and answers to questions more without losing the essential
ambiguity in some areas?
Could inclusive design save time and produce better experience versus adjusting for ILPs?
Might structured role-playing be more inclusive than a general discussion?
Can we do more on student expectations and what might reasonably happen e.g. ILPs
adjustments? Are ILPs the right way to do this anymore?
New University resource for Inclusive Design … relevant for any student.
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Starting a new job during a pandemic—
three months in
TOM RITCHIE

JUNE 16, 2020

Tom Ritchie shares his experiences of joining the Education Incubator in March 2020 and gives
an update on the work and developments undertaken in response to the COVID-19 crisis. As part
of his role at the Incubator, Tom will write monthly blogs on the Incubator, project impact, and
wider themes in HE.
Hello!
I am the new Project Manager for the Education Incubator. Before starting
my role here at Exeter, I completed my PhD in the History of Science with
the University of Kent and Science Museum in London.
I joined the Incubator on 16th March 2020, a week before Boris Johnson
announced the new UK lockdown measures. Sarah Dyer (Director of the
Incubator) and I had initially planned for me to work from home for a week or
two, before moving down from London to Exeter; fast-forward nearly three months and like many
colleagues, I am still working from home over 200 miles away from campus. Becoming part of a
new team remotely under such unusual circumstances was quite something, but I felt welcome
right away!
As has been the case for everyone studying and working within HE during this period, the impact
that COVID-19 has had on the Education Incubator have been myriad. Perhaps the biggest
challenge caused by this situation was for our current cohort of Incubator fellows, who have
responded brilliantly by creating contingency plans for their projects, which have ensured that
they can deliver their outputs, outcomes, and impacts online. I will write more on these projects in
the August blog, which will reflect on projects from the this academic year.
Despite the challenges to the day-to-day working of the Incubator and our projects, the wholesale
adoption of online tools that was necessitated by social distancing provided us with a unique
opportunity to innovate what we can offer through our different networking events.
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Incubator fellows quickly got used to Microsoft Teams at our first
online Writing Retreat
The first of these was the Dartington Writing Retreat in May. Despite our worries about how a
writing retreat – based around personal interactions and networking – would translate to Microsoft
Teams, we organised the event around clear collaborative learning principles.
These principles led us to create Whole Group, Small Group, and Individual sessions for writing
and online learning discussions that received great feedback from participants, and a series of
blogs that will be posted on here over the next few months. The success of this approach has led
us to plan similar events for the near future, which we will post on our events page soon.
We are also excited to translate these principles to our first online Incubator Café from 6th10th July, in which we are hosting over sixty sessions for our current and new fellows to showcase
their projects through Microsoft Teams. If you are interested in seeing what sessions are
available, and want to sign up, please click here!
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Developing Inclusive Learning
Environments Online — Dartington
Online Writing Retreat Blogs #1
JUNE 18, 2020

SARAH DYER, LISA HARRIS

By Sarah Dyer and Lisa Harris in synchronous
co-authorship
This blog post supports a session in the 18th
Academic Practice and Technology Conference
(#APTconf) on 6th July 2020 which will be led by
Sarah Dyer and Lisa Harris. In a session titled ‘A
collaborative, real time approach to developing
inclusive learning environments within the
Education Incubator’, we will explore the potential
of real time collaborative writing in the context of
an “online writing retreat”. This retreat would normally be a face to face experience, but was
moved online for obvious reasons in Spring 2020. So we will also discuss the experience of taking
part in an online retreat with its more traditional format.
By providing the background and context in this post we can spend the synchronous time with
conference participants in active discussion and demonstration of collaborative real time writing –
a kind of ‘flipped conference session’, if you like.
Introduction to the Exeter Education Incubator Dartington Writing Retreat
The Education Incubator was set up by the University of Exeter in 2017 to support educational
innovation across the University. Until recently, it operated on the basis of ‘networked professional
learning’ largely within a physical environment on campus. Academics and professional service
colleagues are awarded funds, through an open competition, to undertake innovation and action
research projects aimed at improving their students’ educational experiences and outcomes.
Often these projects are run by teams from different departments and in different roles. For the
duration of their projects those running projects are ‘Incubator Fellows’.
The Incubator has held a 48-hour residential writing retreat for the past two years. The retreat is
held at Dartington Hall near Exeter, which is a country house set in beautiful gardens and
extensive grounds. The event is open to Incubator Fellows coming to the end of their projects and
those about to embark on them.
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Writing in the Great Hall, Dartington,
2018 (Photo: Lewis Winks)

Walking and guided conversations in
the grounds of Dartington Hall, 2019.
(Photo: Katie Orchel)

Creating physical representations of
our group discussions

As a ‘capstone’ of the year, the retreat exemplifies our
values and ways of working. The primary rationale is to
encourage people to write about their projects in order to
spread good practice, develop ideas and thinking, and
support fellows’ professional development. In doing so,
we bring together a diverse group of people to learn
from and support each other. Some Incubator fellows
are on education-focused contracts. They may not have
been encouraged or supported to write. Those on
research contracts may not have a sense of writing
about education as part of what is possible in their role.
Many
fellows,
particularly
those
with
caring
responsibilities, struggle to find enough time for ‘deep
work’ and we all have many mixed emotions about
writing. We use a ‘social structured’ writing retreat model
(Murray and Newton 2009) and everyone who has taken
part has really valued the time and space it has created
to write.
The retreat also creates and values social space. In this
space people meet and get to know others and deepen
existing professional relationships. The Incubator has a
core commitment to encouraging networking with fellow
educators and senior academics from across the
Institution as a way to create and sustain change and
innovation. We invite these decision makers to join us
for dinner to share our work and provide an opportunity
for Fellows to get to know them a bit more in a relaxed
setting. In 2020 we also invited an external participant
with a lot of experience supporting education in UK
universities, to encourage Incubator Fellows to think
beyond their own institution and practice this kind of
networking.
When our booking for the Dartington location was
cancelled in March 2020 we had to consider what
putting a very “physical” event online would require. In
the rest of this blog we highlight three techniques we
used to create and evaluate our 2020 virtual retreat.

1. Pre-retreat collaborative work
In the lead up to the retreat we shared some orientation documents with all participants for them
to absorb and contribute to beforehand. These included a co-created annotated bibliography, a
schedule for the session and other items of background reading. Of particular interest was the
invitation to share favourite recipes and tips for refreshing between writing stints. This received a
number of useful contributions including photos and personal commentary:
6
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The
aim
of
the
pre-retreat
collaboration was to both introduce
and ‘scaffold’ collaborative writing
and to begin to create a particular
‘atmosphere’ which would distinguish
this from our everyday work
meetings.
2.

Three levels of activity at the
retreat

In planning the retreat it was clear
that it would be difficult to recreate
some aspects. In the Dartington setting, for example, we have a walk together in which we take
part in a structured conversation. We then return to the great hall and continue the discussion in
small groups and as a whole group, using tools such as plasticine and different spaces in the
hall. We considered whether this could be the inspiration for an online activity – whether pairs
could ‘take a walk together’ using a mobile device or individuals could bring something back (a
photo or thing) from a walk to discuss. We decided not to pursue this because we didn’t have a
sense of people’s circumstances in lockdown.
The three ‘spaces’ we decided it was crucial to recreate online were that of individual writing time,
interaction as the whole group, and the ‘accountability’ conversations you have with the person
you sit next to in the physical retreat. We called this final space ‘buddy’ groups. We scheduled
time for each of these. Individual writing time makes up a lot of the retreat but is structured and
supported through buddy and whole group time.
Accountability is one of the powerful techniques in
social structured writing (Murray and Newton 2009).
We created this space online by putting people into
groups of three ‘buddies’. We were lucky enough to
have at least one person in each of these buddy
groups who had been to the physical retreat and could
take an informal lead role in setting the tone and
keeping the group to task. In these groups participants
shared plans for their writing and then discussed how
their writing sessions had gone and what they had
achieved.
3. Real time collaborative writing

Online retreat (Photo: Lisa Harris)

In the final session of the retreat participants were
asked to work in real time on a shared document for 30
minutes to create a short blog post together. To begin
with the whole group wrote in one document,
responding to two questions: What is the thing you
know or do, that you want others to know of (to create
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inclusive online education)? What is the thing that you don’t know, or don’t know how to do, or
worry about doing well….. (to create Inclusive online education). In 10 minutes the group wrote
nearly 3,000 words. We then annotated each others’ work, adding comments, identifying
common themes, and finding small groups to work with. These small groups then worked
together for a further 40 minutes. Some drafted blog entries whilst others used the co-authoring
as means for ‘thinking’ together.

4. APT conference
In our conference presentation we will be asking attendees to try real time collaborative writing
out for themselves in the session. We found it a very useful way of focusing the mind to get a
specific task done without distractions. Actually seeing someone else’s text appear in your
document while you are writing and making/receiving immediate edits was a very satisfying
indicator of progress. It opens up different possibilities for interaction with people in very concrete
ways, given the overlap of different roles and identities while working from home:
•

Integrating different meetings via chat/attachments/conversation that can be enhanced over
time

•

Creating a repository of relevant materials relating a specific issue

•

Combines contributions that can be superficial comments, useful conversation and also deep
writing – offering depth and breadth of opportunities

And it kept us focused on writing instead of procrastinating on email or social media!
“Collaborating with others across the university is really valuable. Short bursts of time can be
incredibly useful for producing writing. I am encouraged and energised by others.” (Participant
feedback)
Feedback from participants also suggested that the objectives of the set task should be made
very clear in advance so that the short time allocated can be used most productively. It is also
important to make sure that the documents to be worked on are fully accessible to all
participants, avoiding the perils of institutional firewalls for external guests (Googledocs are best
for this).
We have used the same approach in writing this blogpost together. Firstly we set ourselves 15
minutes to get writing within a pre-agreed framework of sub sections, then we followed up with 2
x 15 minutes to review, comment and edit what we had each contributed.
We are looking forward to meeting and speaking about this virtual event with you further at the
APT conference in July.
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Fix Up, Look Sharp? Bringing your
authentic self to online teaching —
Dartington Online Writing Retreat Blogs #2
JUNE 25, 2020

MALCOLM RICHARDS, LISA ALBERICI

The Education Incubator is pleased to host this timely double blog, written by two attendees at our
Writing Retreat in May. The perspectives below – written by Malcolm Richards and Lisa Alberici –
are excellent examples of how we can bring our authentic selves to online teaching.
We are looking forward to posting more blogs from the Writing Retreat and on the Incubator Café
in the coming weeks.

Fix Up, Look Sharp? Bringing your authentic self to online teaching
Malcolm Richards, Graduate School of Education
Over the last few months, lockdown of universities, schools and community educational spaces,
restrictions on movement and assembly, and a wholesale shift to synchronous online teaching
has presented academics with new and discursive ways to represent their authentic selves to our
students. Whereas ‘professional’ institutional cultures and building logistics define the extent to
which academics ‘personalise’ their spaces, my recent, and now ubiquitous ‘Zoom’ calls show
students, peers and colleagues conducting online teaching and learning in their ‘personal’,
domestic and often communal family spaces.
Covid-19 has inevitably brought unforeseen disruptions, which has provided institution-wide
opportunity to re-evaluate perceptions of ‘personal’ and ‘professional’ values. How do we maintain
9
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and project a ‘professional’ self while trapped in a ‘personal’ space? The spaces we adapt, use
and curate can include artefacts which illustrate and articulate further layers to our authentic self,
which can stimulate changes in our professional pedagogy. This also introduces personal
information, which inevitably adds new knowledge to our teacher-student relationships, continuing
to evolve and change during uncertain and challenging times.
When facilitating a space for synchronous online teaching, we should consider that by virtue of
facilitating this digital ‘teaching and learning’ using visual technologies, we offer a window into our
personal and usually well-guarded, personal space. What do I want it to say? I hope it says that I
am consistent in my authentic self, regardless of the space our dialogue takes place in. I remain
hopeful that this window is consistent in facilitating a space in which the qualities of humility, the
ability to respect others, and the ability to listen to every voice (Freire, 2005) are central. So what
does this digital gateway to my world say about our authentic selves? I often look to my students
for their guidance, which often informs both my reflection, and my subsequent action.
The advice from an overwhelming majority was simple.

“Be Yourself”.

Bringing your authentic self to online teaching
Lisa Alberici, Graduate School of Education
With synchronous online tutorials now being conducted from within our domestic spaces, we think
there is a real opportunity to bring a more authentic version of ourselves to teaching. Although it
may still be wise to create a ‘performance zone’ (bookshelf, plant, pictures – or even the blurred
background option – rather than scattered laundry and cat litter trays), with our non-professional
lives happening all around us, how we react to interruptions or disruptions can help build rapport
by showing our humanity in a way which is fundamentally appealing. Let’s retain our professional
boundaries, yes, but let’s also embrace these glimpses into each other’s’ ‘other lives’ in order to
help negotiate an inclusive tone for teaching.
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Some thoughts:
•

Embrace the appearance of children or pets by acknowledging and including them, rather than
trying to pretend they’re not there. If they need attention there and then, perhaps set a mini
task while you sort it.

•

Design ice-breakers and warm-up exercises which use emojis and GIFs to capture mood –
keep it clean people, but who doesn’t love it when Homer Simpson puts his specs on to show
he’s engaging in deeper thinking…

•

Use humour if appropriate (but not if you’re not funny), and admit if things aren’t going
according to plan.

In short, when you conceptualise synchronous teaching sessions online, think about this more
rounded persona: plan to embrace any interruptions or disruptions with patience and humour; and
think about how you will encourage and negotiate with your students to do the same.
And none of this:

(A live BBC interview, not teaching, but you get our meaning…)
We think this has the potential to open up a more integrated way of hearing diverse voices – we
are, in fact, all different, and yet all in this together. And united by these new glimpses into each
other’s authentic and rounded lives, whilst engaging with our professional communities of
learning.
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The Education Incubator Café
Online 2020!
JULY 6, 2020

EDUCATION INCUBATOR

The Education Incubator Café is an annual event that provides a space for Incubator fellows to
showcase their projects, discuss wider applicability, and network with colleagues. Each year, the
event provides the opportunity for incoming fellows to kick-off their projects, and for outgoing
fellows to highlight their outputs, outcomes, and project findings.
Alongside our Dartington Writing Retreat, the Incubator Café has become part of our capstone
offering to the staff and colleagues at the University of Exeter. In previous years, the Café has
been a two-hour meeting where our fellows share their projects and swap ideas with attendees for
10-15 minutes before a bell is rung to move on; think speed-dating, but more scones and tea.

The Incubator Café last year!
In previous years, attendees have given consistently positive feedback for the event, focusing on
the space it provides to learn about a diverse range of topics, and discuss them in depth with
innovative education developers. Two areas for improvement have been that:
•

At only two hours long, there is not enough time to interact with all project fellows to discuss
their work.

•

Incubator fellows who are running sessions do not get an opportunity to attend those run by
their project peers.

However, despite our best efforts, we have been unable to make these changes to improve the
experience of our presenters and attendees due to the more traditional format of the Incubator
Café. One of our fellows from last year described these wicked problems best in their feedback
form, ‘I wish it could be different, but I guess the Café wouldn’t work any other way.’
12
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Some Unexpected Benefits of Moving the Café Online
The onset of COVID-19 has created unimaginable challenges for all of us, both in our personal
and professional lives. Over the past few months, we have all learned to work remotely and move
quickly to change how we deliver different parts of our roles online. At the Incubator, we have
found that organising and delivering both Dartington and the Café in online formats have led a
number of challenges, but that the solutions to these have led us in new directions, which have
also begun to address these wicked problems.
The first challenge we faced was the interactivity of the event – where over 100 staff would
normally meet in a room in small groups to discuss the projects. To ensure we could replicate this
effectively, we have adopted Microsoft Teams. However, to ensure that everyone gets the
opportunity to engage and that the crosstalk is minimised, we have limited the number of
attendees in each session to nine. This is to allow all attendees to appear on the presenter’s
Teams tile (to maximise the face-to-face contact and avoid the digital isolation that can
sometimes occur when muted in meetings).
We learned about how useful this tile is so that all meeting attendees can be seen.
Where previously, we had encouraged attendees to scribble their thoughts and questions on
tablecloths at the event, we created and populated a Padlet to allow these discussions to start
before, take place during, and continue after the event.
Perhaps the biggest change to the Café was moving from a set two-hour period to sessions that
ran across the week of July 6th – 10th. This has allowed us to offer each presenter four thirtyminute session blocs spread across the week to fit their busy schedules and ensure that a much
broader group of staff and students can attend the event. This change has resulted in over 130
sessions at the Café this year, with sessions ranging from online learning, decolonising the
curriculum, and challenges online (see below for the full list).
To tailor the programme of sessions for each attendee to fit this schedule, we have asked fellows
to sign up for sessions online. At the time of writing, just over 650 spaces have been booked
across the sessions, or just over 63% capacity.
Therefore, despite its challenges, the expanded structure of the online Incubator Café has also
helped us to fix the wicked problem of project fellows not being able to attend the sessions of
their peers, with a number attending at least one session across each day of the entire week.
Moving forward, the bigger challenge for the Incubator Team will be how we can incorporate
these online elements into our offering in future years to ensure that we can retain similar
flexibility for when we return to face-to-face events.
In the meantime, we are excited to see how the online Incubator Café event goes, and what we
can learn from the format.
You can still sign up to attend these sessions, so please look at the list below and click
the following link: https://forms.gle/yHTFWck1jcwSU4cN9
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July 6th 12:00 – 13:00
Christine Heales and Demelza
Green – Engaging students in
the use of progress testing to
enable deep learning
Peter Cox – Challenges Online
(Grand Challenges)
Sonia Cunico and Juan GarciaPrecedo – Access for all to UG
Modern Languages: supporting
learners in their transition to
University
July 6th 13:00 – 14:00
Andy Higginson – Student
partnerships to enhance course
organisation: an online module
selection pilot
Holly Henderson – Serious
Play, Serious Fun, Serious
Skills: Developing a Serious
Play and Gaming Pedagogic
Community across the
University of Exeter
July 6th 14:00 – 15:00
Peter Connor – Equality of
Opportunity in the Practical
STEM Environment
Tudor Chinnah – StudentCrowd Sourced Formative
Question Bank Items Writing as
a Learning and Teaching Tool.
July 6th 15:00 – 16:00
Clemens Ullmann – Penryn
Geo-Observatory as an
interdisciplinary natural
laboratory for Earth
observation, research-led
teaching, and practical skills
development

Emma Taylor – ‘Choose your
own adventure’: tiered skills
development activities for
academic workshops

Matt Finn – Using video content
to enhance student learning in
a core human geography
research design module

Layal Hakim and Barrie Cooper
– The Exeter Spectrum Project

July 7th 14:00 – 15:00

July 7th 11:00 – 12:00
Barrie Cooper – Rethinking
education through the lens of
parallel texts
Charlie Bishop – Support
Innovations to Improve the
Academic Success and
Emotional Well-being of
International and Widening
Participation Students in Law
Erin Walcon – Can We Talk
About This? (Dialogic Spaces)
July 7th 12:00 – 13:00
Sonia Cunico and Juan GarciaPrecedo – Access for all to UG
Modern Languages: supporting
learners in their transition to
University

Pascal Stiefenhofer – Students
as Co-Researchers: A new
digital technology learning
model as a response to the
COVID-19 virus and similar
potential future threats
Peter Connor – Equality of
Opportunity in the Practical
STEM Environment
Tudor Chinnah – StudentCrowd Sourced Formative
Question Bank Items Writing as
a Learning and Teaching Tool.
July 7th 15:00 – 16:00
Houry Melkonian – Creatively
re-imagine Mathematics
Education through the use of
Art at primary level
July 8th 10:00 – 11:00

Kirsty Brock – The development
Pascal Stiefenhofer –
of a pre-registration online
Mathematics without Tears and
module to facilitate the
Fears: Pedagogical Games
transition
of Chinese Masters
which teach Mathematics
students to the English
Principles across Academic
educational system.
Disciplines
July 7th 13:00 – 14:00
Andy Higginson – Student
partnerships to enhance course
organisation: an online module
selection pilot

July 7th 10:00 – 11:00

Gihan Marasingha –
Developing mathematical
reasoning and communication
through computer-aided
teaching and assessment

Christine Heales and Demelza
Green – Engaging students in
the use of progress testing to
enable deep learning.

Jerri Daboo and Charice
Bhardwaj – Decolonising the
Curriculum/Diversifying the
University
17

Maarten Koeners – The Playful
University
July 8th 11:00 – 12:00
Gihan Marasingha –
Developing mathematical
reasoning and communication
through computer-aided
teaching and assessment
Helen Hicks – Sustainability
Assessment Tool for Green
Consultants
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Matt Finn – Using video content
to enhance student learning in a
core human geography
research design module

Consultants

educational system.

Maarten Koeners – The Playful
University

July 9th 15:00 – 16:00

July 8th 12:00 – 13:00

July 9th 11:00 – 12:00

Houry Melkonian – Creatively re Adam Porter – Crowd Obtained
Research and Learning
-imagine Mathematics
(CORAL) Exeter
Education through the use of
Art at primary level
Charlie Bishop – Support
Innovations to Improve the
Jerri Daboo and Charice
Academic Success and
Bhardwaj – Decolonising the
Emotional Well-being of
Curriculum/Diversifying the
International and Widening
University
Participation Students in Law
July 8th 13:00 – 14:00
July 9th 12:00 – 13:00
Adam Porter – Crowd Obtained
Pascal Stiefenhofer –
Research and Learning
Mathematics without Tears and
(CORAL) Exeter
Fears: Pedagogical Games
Sandy Allan – Realising the
which teach Mathematics
potential of flexible blended
Principles across Academic
learning for mature students
Disciplines
July 8th 14:00 – 15:00

July 9th 13:00 – 14:00

Alice Farris – Transcultural
Devon

Emma Taylor – ‘Choose your
own adventure’: tiered skills
development activities for
academic workshops

Irene Salvo – Mindful Classics:
Embedding Mindfulness-Based
Stress Reduction (MBSR) into
the Study of Antiquity
Peter Cox – Challenges Online
(Grand Challenges)
July 8th 15:00 – 16:00
Clemens Ullmann – Penryn
Geo-Observatory as an
interdisciplinary natural
laboratory for Earth
observation, research-led
teaching, and practical skills
development
Layal Hakim – Mobile-Learning
project
July 9th 10:00 – 11:00
Helen Hicks – Sustainability
Assessment Tool for Green

Holly Henderson – Serious
Play, Serious Fun, Serious
Skills: Developing a Serious
Play and Gaming Pedagogic
Community across the
University of Exeter
July 9th 14:00 – 15:00
Alice Farris – Transcultural
Devon
Joel Smith – Creating a new
Environment & Climate
Emergency mandatory training
resource for all students
Kirsty Brock – The development
of a pre-registration online
module to facilitate the
transition of Chinese Masters
students to the English
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Academic Development Team –
Enhancement Hub
Kate Wallis – Decolonial
Knowledge Production and Anti
-Racist Pedagogies: Building a
Cross-Disciplinary Community
of Practice
July 10th 10:00 – 11:00
Matt Collison – Improving
Student Experience and
Employability through Cloud
Technologies in the Computer
Science curriculum
July 10th 11:00 – 12:00
Natalia Lawrence – Future
Food for Families: Creating
family-friendly educational
resources about sustainable
diets
July 10th 14:00 – 15:00
Joel Smith – Creating a new
Environment & Climate
Emergency mandatory training
resource for all students
Pascal Stiefenhofer – Students
as Co-Researchers: A new
digital technology learning
model as a response to the
COVID-19 virus and similar
potential future threats
July 10th 15:00 – 16:00
Irene Salvo – Mindful Classics:
Embedding Mindfulness-Based
Stress Reduction (MBSR) into
the Study of Antiquity
15:00 – 16:00 – Natalie Pollard
– Unhoming Pedagogies:
Decolonial Practices, Ethical
Education, and the Humanities
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A Project in Review: The Exeter
Spectrum Programme
JULY 6, 2020

LAYAL HAKIM

Dr Layal Hakim wrote this blog to reflect on and review her Incubator project: the Exeter Spectrum
Programme, which she ran with Dr. Barrie Cooper.
Layal is a Senior Lecturer in Mathematics at the University of Exeter. She has run a series
projects as Incubator Fellow over previous years, and is supporting a project for 2020/21, working
on a project called ‘Mathematics without Tears and Fears: Pedagogical Games.’
The Incubator Writing Retreat was held in May 2020 and provided a dedicated space for
Incubator Fellows to focus on writing on a topic of their choice. Further blogs written at the event
will be published here in future.
Introduction
The Exeter Spectrum Programme is an Education Incubator project exploring how we can best
support autistic students at the University of Exeter. It is intended to complement the existing
support mechanisms and activities already undertaken, primarily by the Accessability team and
their mentors.
A chief concern in designing the project was questioning whether staff are aware of what the
university currently does for autistic students or how they themselves can adapt their practice to
become more inclusive, particularly in respect of autistic students. We therefore determined that a
key strand of the project would be to convene a group of `Autism Champions’ from as many
departments and services as we could, so that we could discuss the challenges and opportunities
associated with supporting autistic students, spread awareness of the University’s existing
initiatives, and could help each department or service to host its own conversation about autism.
The coronavirus and subsequent lockdown has interrupted many of the plans that we had for the
project, but we are hopeful that our work with the Autism Champions will continue and that with
revised timescales we will still be able to deliver much of what was originally planned for this
group.
MEMBERSHIP

At the start of the Autumn term, we contacted Colleges and Services announcing our intention to
convene a group of Autism Champions and requesting volunteers. We also had contact details of
a range of staff who wanted to become involved from when we presented our plans at the
Incubator Café before Summer 2019. Our invitations were cascaded by Colleges and Services,
leading to approximately 35 staff across the University wishing to become Champions. We were
very encouraged by the level of interest and determined that we would try to include everyone in
the group who wished to be part of it. A list of Autism Champions can be found on the project
website blogsite: http://blogs.exeter.ac.uk/exeterspectrumprogramme.
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There is significant diversity within the group of Autism Champions, from those who have direct
experience personally and/or professionally with autism, to those staff who wanted to know more
so that they could do a better job as a Personal Tutor. Very few Champions knew initially of the
existing provision for autistic students. A small number of Champions are diagnosed with an
autism spectrum condition.
SCHEDULE OF MEETINGS
We held there face-to-face meetings with our Autism Champions in the Autumn term and one
meeting via Zoom during Easter, after the coronavirus lockdown. The face-to-face meetings were
also video-conferenced via Skype for Business for those who could not attend in person (e.g.
from other campuses). We supplemented the meetings with emails to the group, summarising key
points and next steps.
The broad themes of each meeting are summarised below:
Meeting 1 Introduction to the project and to each other. The role of an Autism Champion. What
each of us hopes to offer to the group, and what we hope to learn from the group.
Meeting 2: Autism as a spectrum condition. Challenges and opportunities connected with
neurodiversity.
Meeting 3: Discussion with experts from the National Autistic Society (NAS).
Meeting 4 (Zoom): Revised schedule and plans for the group. Feedback on NAS training
resources.
Discussion about what to disseminate and how best to do this.

THEMATIC SUMMARY
Given the diverse nature of autism spectrum conditions and the individual needs of autistic
students, a very real question for the group is to what extent ‘general advice’ can be distilled and
given regarding autism. Discussion would typically see-saw between identifying practical ways in
which we can support autistic students and cautioning against any attempts at generalising or
stereotyping students. One aspect on which everyone seemed to agree is that there is significant
value in simply having a conversation about autism within the group and within departments and
service, if only to raise awareness of issues around diversity and inclusivity. Nevertheless, there
were some interesting and practical ideas that emerged, particularly from our discussion with the
experts from NAS.
1. Learning statements/profiles: One idea was that all staff and students could develop a short
learning statement that discussed how that individual learned and responded to others best.
This seemed to be precisely the sort of initiative that could normalise discussion around
learning preferences and individuality, and would promote diversity and the richness that
results. A parallel is the increasing inclusion of preferred pronouns in email signatures,
which helps to promote and normalise discussions about gender identity and valuing
diversity.
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2. Presenting information via different modes to aid with inclusivity: A particular issue raised
was the amount of verbal (and non-verbal) amplification provided in class on a written
document such as an assignment brief. Some autistic students struggle to retain this
additional spoken guidance and would benefit from it being written down (particularly if it is not
available via Recap). The importance of Recap as a tool for promoting inclusivity was
emphasised as part of this discussion. Another example was ensuring that clarifying questions
are answered in communications to the whole class (where appropriate), such as via an ELE
forum, which can help to ensure transparency and parity of information available, and can
ensure that students who struggle with personal communication of this nature don’t miss out on
responses they would find valuable.
Whilst it is of fundamental importance to treat each autistic student as an individual and to
respond appropriately to their individual requirements, there is a corresponding risk that we overemphasise a deficit model of ‘dealing’ with autism. The conversation needs to remain equally
balanced and focused on opportunities that arise from neuro-diversity, and methods to promote
inclusive planning, teaching, learning and assessing. Individual Learning Plans, whilst of value
and tailored to the individual to some extent, were considered broadly to be focused too much on
this deficit model.
A typical concern was to what extent Autism Champions could authentically present themselves
as ‘experts’, or able to offer ‘hints and tips’ to their colleagues. We have tried to reassure our
Champions that we are not expecting them to be experts, but that we want them to promote a
dialogue within their discipline or service about autism. However, it also seems appropriate to
pose the question of what they have learned from being part of the group and what advice they
might have for colleagues (even if none is forthcoming).
This is the constant challenge of facilitating such discussions: acknowledging the complexity of
the issue, whilst not giving up entirely a priori on the challenge of being able to distil some
‘wisdom’. If one truly believes in the possibility of planning for inclusivity and diversity, then some
general principles and advice relating to this must surely exist – otherwise are we not simply stuck
with a deficit model? (Perhaps someone will point out a flaw in this argument and I can be further
enlightened.) Indeed, the relevant legislation emphasises not only how we have legal
responsibility to be responsive to student needs, but also to anticipate and address these needs
wherever possible.
Many Champions felt unprepared for the complexity and diversity of issues they were required to
respond to and felt that ILPs were insufficient to help the member of staff understand the
individual. Here again, we see the tension inherent in specifying ‘remedial’ adjustments at an
individual level versus promoting awareness of the underlying condition and proactive steps that
can be taken to make education more inclusive, whilst respecting an individual’s right to nondisclosure beyond a few key members of staff. One suggestion for improving staff understanding
of conditions such as autism is to include links on ILPs to relevant training or resources. But is it
possible to do this in such a way that the individual is not identified as having such a
condition? Ideally we would move to a situation whereby diversity is welcomed and no-one fears
disclosing such information, but that would seem to be a long way off, and we should surely
beware of stripping the individual of the right to choose who has access to personal information.
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As part of the project we purchased licenses for a selection of NAS training resources and offered
these to our Autism Champions to evaluate. The feedback was extremely positive, but there was
also recognition that to be of most use to Higher Education, the resources would need to be
worked and less relevant information removed. Opinion was divided as to whether the resources
were successful in explaining a spectrum condition without overgeneralising!
A regular request of our Champions was to hear from students who have autism about their
experiences. This is an aspect of the project that we were keen to explore, but we have had
practical difficulties in implementing. One challenge has been identifying individuals who are
prepared to discuss this with a group of staff – we have had some tentative leads, but nothing that
has been able to result in a concrete dialogue of this nature. A second challenge is that of
recording such a student experience for wider use – our ethical approval for this was not
successful and we simply haven’t had time to rework it to make this formally part of the
project. Nevertheless, this is an aspect that AccessAbility and the University more generally
should work on and could be of most practical benefit to staff and students alike. Other
universities, for example, have more prominent video collages of the experiences of autistic
students.
This leads to another important theme: approaches to supporting autistic students are likely to
benefit all (or many) students – inclusivity essentially benefits everyone. Proactively addressing
the concerns, say, that autistic students have about what to expect from university, are very likely
to improve the expectations of many other students who do not have an autism diagnosis.
Story-telling is an incredibly important part of valuing diversity and we would encourage the
University to invest in expanding story-telling initiatives, such as the booklets that were
successfully produced by FXU in Penryn.
We plan to host a national conference on Autism in Higher Education. This conference is open to
students and staff who are interested in autism in higher education. Presentations will be about
supporting transitions, e.g. from school to university, or from university to workplace; Inclusive
course and assessment design and delivery; understanding and embracing neurodiversity;
communication strategies; socialising at university; creating community and belonging.

OTHER ASPECTS OF THE PROJECT AND FUTURE PLANS
One of the events that could not take place this year was the 2-day summer school that we had
been discussing with Wellbeing, the Widening Participation team, and NAS. This 2-day summer
school, that we hope will take place in the future, is for prospective students with autism to run for
the first time at the University of Exeter. The summer school will introduce participants to student
life and help prepare them for university-style learning and a campus-based student experience.
Participants will engage in a sample lecture and seminar, sessions on skills and support available,
student societies and the benefits of joining them. There will be a range of structured and informal
opportunities to meet current students and other prospective students with autism.
With the help of the National Autistic Society, we plan to have a review of how autism friendly the
University is and to plan improvements and a strategy to achieve an Autism Friendly award.
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This will include a review of existing practice at Exeter and best practice across the sector and will
take the form of a report detailing findings and recommendations.
We would like to continue with meeting all autism champions in the coming academic year, and in
future years too. We feel that their participation in spreading awareness on a departmental level is
valuable. There are currently some departments, which do not have an autism champion, so it will
be good to first reach out to those departments and ask if anyone would like to represent that
department as an on-going autism champion. By meeting on a termly basis, we will identify what
are the best techniques and practices to help students with autism, and help staff learn more
about the requirements of autistic students. All the comments and suggestions will then be
passed to the AccessAbility team, through the autism champion from the AccessAbility team.
Among the above future plans, an employability guide will be made which sets out a list of useful
information for autistic students who are nearing the completion of their degree and thinking about
the next stage of their life.
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A Personal Story of becoming a
Playful Academic
JULY 7, 2020

MAARTEN KOENERS
Maarten Koeners wrote this blog as part of the first online Education
Incubator Writing Retreat. It is the first in a blog series written by Maarten
Koeners on Playful Academia, which can be found here.
Maarten is a Senior Lecturer in Medicine, Nursing and Allied Health
Professions at the University of Exeter. He is also an Incubator Fellow for
2020/21, working on a project called ‘The Playful University’.

The Incubator Writing Retreat was held in May 2020 and provided a
dedicated space for Incubator Fellows to focus on writing on a topic of
their choice. Further blogs written at the event will be published here in future.
Throughout my life, I have been exposed to an increasingly stressful and demanding expectation
to perform. This expectation has not only been dictated by society in which we live, but also by
deeply ingrained beliefs from my own upbringing, educational experiences, and my efforts to
integrate and connect with the world around me. Wherever I lived, learned, or worked, the winnertakes-all mentality, characterised by hyper-competitive and performance-based accountability,
has always been present. Over the years this has often led to a pattern of self-doubt, stress, and
mental ill-health.
The net result was a steady decline of my mental resilience and creativity – ironically, key assets
for academics. However, in recent years something has changed. I have to admit it has always
been part of me, even though it was often pushed to the background. I discovered that I was the
keeper of my own medicine, a remedy that could counteract my fear of failing, my avoidance of
risk and my highly cultivated, and often debilitating, goal-oriented behaviour. What was this
personal discovery?
It was play.
Let us pause here for a minute and think about it:
•

What does play mean for us from the moment we are born until you are reading this
paragraph right now?

•

What visions do we recall?

•

What smells do we smell?

•

What feelings do we feel when we let the word
play linger in our consciousness?
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For me, this results in thoughts about exciting and new experiences, thoughts about forgotten and
current friendships and relationships, visions of board games and endless football in the street,
smells of grass and mountain air. A knot of feelings starts to unravel and are instantly translated
in a visceral response, bringing a smile to my face, an itch in my muscles, a whirlpool in my
stomach and a sparkle in my eyes.
However, as soon as these thought, visions, smells, and feelings appear they start to dwindle. My
brain is firmly bringing me back to my brain’s ‘happy place’, which is thinking, deliberating,
planning, scheming and ruminating – not allowing to be distracted by frivolous concepts or
expressions like play. It is trying to sell me an old, very attractive and convincing message: My
thoughts are precious and need to be taken serious. Who else is going to give me direction and
meaning to my existence?! Conspicuously, there is a disquieting conflict of interest here, as my
brain will always continue to collude for its own survival and right to exist. Even the famous quote
by Descartes comes to mind: “I think therefore I am”. The thinking mind rules supreme and play
(and all its benefits) is regarded as waste of energy, or at least inferior to cerebral deliberations.
Wow did I really just think that? Let me ask you a question that often haunts me when I feel like a
prisoner of my own cerebral ruminations: How often would you use the off-switch on your thinking
brain if there was one?
For me, the ability to break through the incessant mental noise has always been play. Not
necessarily as an off‑switch, more like a shift in a point-of-view on my own existence. It has
brought me to a stillness and a flow that is connected with my own physiology and which is
inseparable from who I am. Throughout my life some form of play has always been connected to
significant experiences, insights, creativity and connectivity. From falling in love on a squash court
to accepting academic rejections, play is always available to teach me from a different point-ofview. As a child I was always inspired to create and ‘put myself out there’ if I had an audience,
even if I had to bribe my brothers with sweets to watch me perform a theatre gimmick or join me
in playing a self‑made board game. Reflecting on my personal play, taking my play history as
suggested in Stuart Brown’s enlightening book Play (Brown and Vaughan 2009) and continued
experimentation with my own triggers for play has enabled me to reconnect with the person I am.
I invite you to look at your own play history
– you will be amazed! Taking some time to
reconnect with the joy that we experienced
at some point in our lives will enable you
to create it again in the now. Try and find
activities and expressions in which you
experienced a state of ‘flow’.
Flow, as described by positive psychologist Mihály Csíkszentmihályi is an optimal psychological
state where psychic energy is effortlessly focussed on clear and achievable goals that provide
relevant and immediate feedback to the individual (Csikszentmihalyi 1990). When play promotes
a state of flow, it will increase intrinsic drive because of a sense of effortlessness between joy,
learning, and acquiring skills.
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I believe that play is an integral part of the human experience in general and of learning
specifically. The human drive to learn appears to be organically created, nurtured and propelled
through joy, engagement and play, where learning co-creates our existence.
Let us think about some things we have learned through joy, engagement and play.
Which events, activities or expressions pop up in our mind’s eye?
For me the list is endless and includes basic experiences like learning to walk or ride a bicycle,
but also more complex social experiences like learning to make a joke or how to love someone
unconditionally.
Reconnecting and integrating play within my daily life and work is having significant
reverberations. As a lecturer I am passionate to integrate play and playfulness with my teachings
and academic practice. This includes a variety of new initiatives, practices and collaborations,
including within University of Exeter: an Education Incubator — ‘The Playful University’, an Alumni
Annual Fund – ‘Games Library’, and hosting an Arts & Creative Fellow. In addition I have become
captivated with the physiology of play, this has resulted in a recent publication in the International
Journal of Play (Koeners and Francis 2020). This drives me to continue to educate myself on how
play and playfulness can have a positive effect on learning while simultaneously counteracting a
number of barriers to creativity and wellbeing. I aim to extend the idea of play and how it can be
used to support a community that fosters joyous co-creation of knowledge and skills – making the
University a compassionate place where learning is created and nurtured through joy,
engagement and play, where learning to solve problems and overcome obstacles is a reward in
its own right.
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Planning online learning for non-native
speakers* — Dartington Online Writing
Retreat Blogs #3
JULY 16, 2020

IRENE SALVO, HELEN KNOWLER

The Education Incubator is excited to host this blog, written by two attendees at our Online
Writing Retreat in May. The perspectives on online learning offered below – by Irene Salvo
(Classics and Ancient History) and Helen Knowler (Education) – are critical for all educators in the
post-COVID HE landscape.
We are looking forward to posting more blogs from the Writing Retreat and on the Incubator Café
in the coming weeks.
(*we are using the term ‘non-native speakers’ to denote speakers who have mastery of
languages first, as well as English. This is because we prefer not to use labels and
terminology that suggest if English is not your first language then you have some kind of
deficit or learning difference.)
In the last twenty years, Universities in the UK have become increasingly more diverse, with
students and staff from all over the world engaging in Education and Research together.
According to The University of Exeter website, there are students from over 130 countries working
on our campuses in 2020-21. During the recent Education Incubator Writing Retreat , we were
interested to reflect on Inclusive Education in a way that afforded us a space to think critically
about the opportunities and affordances of online learning, but perhaps more crucially highlight
some of the ways that our assumptions about online learning as a panacea for Inclusive
Education, could mean that we forget to think about the way that different groups engage and
participant in online spaces.
For non-native speakers’ online platforms can offer useful opportunities for flexible engagement
with learning, offering the time and space to engage in learning in a way that face to face learning
does not afford. We acknowledge that some of the strategies we mention below are not
solely specific to non-native speakers, but we start from a premise that organising online learning
with non-native speakers in mind, will benefit all learners – an important principle of Inclusive
Education.
The benefits of online spaces for non-native speakers
• Asynchronous activities offer time to look up words in a dictionary – this can be important
for checking in definitions, concepts or theories in ways that can sometimes we ‘lost’ in the
flow of face to face teaching and learning
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• More examples of an idea, concept or theory can be included in online spaces in different
ways to embed understanding
• Non-native speakers can watch video materials on multiple occasions meaning that if they
‘miss’ word or phrase that is crucial for understanding they can check this without having to
keep asking a tutor to stop and explain
• More opportunities to ask questions in forums, chat rooms and using other methods after
learning to be able to check for understanding with feel embarrassed or anxious
• There are extended possibilities to use a range of translation tools for checking which
everyone can use when they need to
• There is what we are calling a ‘double benefit’ of learning and language practice (although
this can be a downside – see below) – through learning and engaging with materials in
several different languages students may not experience language barriers to their
learning, and they will continue to develop their English language development if this is
something they are keen to do
• Non time pressured learning and access to resources – autonomy to decide how to
organise self-directed learning
• Tutors could use a range of text-based resources and offer them in languages that a
majority of students use. For example, offering translations of key texts and key readings for
all students (using tools like Google Translate) fosters feeling of inclusion and belonging for
all learners. Inclusion is just as much about having a sense of belonging in a community of
learners, as access to curriculum materials.

7 things to consider when planning online learning
Students who are non-native speakers of English (NNS) can be facilitated in being full members
of the online learning community in several ways.
1. In synchronous sessions, forums, and chat rooms, smaller groups of max. 9-10
participants can support a more spontaneous involvement and engagement of non-native
speakers. It will be easier to follow the flow of the discussion, especially if there are assigned
roles or tasks within the group. Collaborative tasks are likely to encourage occasions of
interactive communication between native and non-native learners
2. In synchronous sessions, slowing down the pace of online teaching, e.g. leaving moments
of silence to think, may allow people to catch up. It would be better to limit task-switching
and multi-tasking activities such as asking students to use the chat function while the
teacher is talking. Additional activities should be structured carefully, since listening to a
speaker, watching PowerPoint slides, and trying to read a chat box can be overwhelming.
Different activities should be scheduled in appropriate time slots
3. A good mix and balance of written and audio materials can increase understanding of
the teachers’ message. For example, a text can be accompanied by an audio recording that
provides additional comments or instructions on how to use the text
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4. When using a new skill or a new technology, it can be helpful to post examples and trial
activities before the session to avoid that students feel unable to take part and hence they
may not engage
5. It is essential to carefully consider the timing of each activity. For example, a short
sessions that seem ‘pacey’ could be problematic because there might not be enough time to
think through possible answers or ask questions. Alternatively, a series of different sessions
on the same topic can give NNS students further opportunities to understand the content,
think about their questions, and then be able to come back and engage in the discussion.
Non-native speakers faces additional cognitive and metacognitive challenges when they
intervene. A first step entails to identify an issue or an idea as well as to refer to a particular
concept or theory; then, the focus shifts on English grammar, word choices, and ways of
expressing the intended content; finally, the emotional layer can play a role, depending on
the level of self-confidence, fear of mistake, judgement, and acceptance, and the need to
find resolution to raising a virtual hand
6. Social opportunities and spaces for students to keep connected should be prearranged
and included in the plan of the module. Although online learning can be supportive of
refining and developing foreign languages, there is the risk to have less time to interact with
other members of the community
7. It is worth stressing that each classroom is a non-homogenous group of learners. It
could be better to open up any reference or hint at a specific linguistic and cultural
background towards a multicultural and international environment.
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Mobile Learning Summer Project
Summary Report — RIIL Small Projects
2019/20
JULY 16, 2020

LAYAL HAKIM, SARAH HENDERSON

Project Lead: Layal Hakim
Project Team: Sarah Henderson
Our Aims: (Taken from application for funding)
The project aims to create a mobile application to initially use to build a platform for student to
learn and revise “on the go”. Mobile learning (M-learning) is not a virtual library, nor is it a means
to replace lectures. It is intended to complement lectures/seminars and harmonises learning
techniques by using mobile applications (e.g. using phones, PDAs, tablets). As students become
increasingly technophilic, the digital revolution becomes an integral part of education. M-learning
is not shifting from PCs to phones, it is a way of extending the hierarchy of learning facilities. Mlearning offers new ways for lecturers to deliver material, new ways for students to revise
independently and with their peers, and integrates learning into their daily lives. After creating a
mobile application, we will integrate various components such as module/chapter summaries,
flashcards, personal photo storage (such as photos taken in lectures), peer-to-peer interaction,
upcoming lecture plans, feedback tool, as well as other ways to improve student engagement.
Initially, we will incorporate material for the Stage 1 modules, and depending on time, we will
expand it to other stage modules too. We will continuously monitor engagement and success, and
seek ways to improve the application according to student responses.
Summary of Progress:
Before we started creating the application, we spend roughly 4-5 days looking into different
platforms we could use to build it, as well as creating a rough outline of what we wanted the initial
app to do. We were aware that we had a limited amount of time, and so wanted to get something
up and running that demonstrated how it fulfilled an otherwise unexplored niche in student’s
learning, whilst being mindful that we would not have enough time to do everything we would
ideally want to accomplish.
The first decision we made was which language we wanted to write the program in. As this project
needed to serve all those within the college, we settled on using the language ‘dart’, which we ran
via flutter. This is a newer language and is serviced by google. It bears similarities to java and is
object orientated, and so was easy enough for me to quickly pick up and learn to a level where I
could start programming with it the following week. The main benefit however, is that using flutter
allowed us to write one code which would run on both android and IOS, and so we would not
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need to replicate or rewrite the code in order for it to work on different operating systems, and so
different phones. Flutter also allows you to run a simulated phone which you can use on your
computer as you go to test out the app, and allows you to make changes to the aesthetics as you
run it, reloading it very quickly.
Now we had decided on using flutter, we wanted to look at the general layout of the app, allowing
us to build a framework which we could adapt and work off of as we progressed.
Our first thoughts were about splitting the app up into modules, but we
were aware that we would potentially want to expand beyond just maths
modules, and eventually incorporate modules from other areas of CEMPS,
so instead we opted to list topics, as there is overlap between courses, with
some engineering courses using maths topics etc… This also allows the
user to scroll through by topic:
Once we had this, we could then start adding in function to the app, so we
decided that each topic button would take the user to another page, where
we would list options of how they could revise the topic. We started with
definitions as this is what is often deemed most important when it comes to
revising mathematics, as you can’t do much if you don’t know what the
words mean. We considered just taking the user straight to the definitions,
but by implementing this intermediary page, it will allow us to add more
possible functions of the app, such as multiple choice questions where students can identify the
correct definition, or even FAQs which can be submitted by lecturers on common questions they
are asked about the topic.

Upon pressing the definitions button, we are then taken to another page which lists all the
relevant definitions for that topic, as provided by the lecture material. When you click on the term
you want, it will show a screen, giving the term and the definition. We made this screen have a
non-white background colour as it is often said to help people learn and retain information, and it
is also in contrast to the rest of the app, so it is clear that it is the definition. This also means it
should be slightly easier for those with Dyslexia to read the definition, as it is not black text on a
white background.
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In terms of storing the definitions, we looked into different types of database, as well as coding it
directly into the app, and we settled on the latter for the following reasons:
•

Using a server database would mean that while we could update definitions on the database,
and it would be automatically updated in the app, it is unlikely there will need to be much
updating, as the definitions will not be changing much. If the definitions of standard terms are
drastically changing, mathematics as a whole has a bigger problem than this app.

•

We are not asking the user to input their own data, so we do not need to store anything

•

Having the definitions inside the app means that a Wi-Fi signal will not be necessary to use
the app, which means students will have access to the material wherever they are, including
on public transport or if their phone is having problems connecting.

Once we had settled on this, we then started writing the text into the code. Flutter reads Unicode,
so I made a sheet with the symbols that might be used and their associated Unicode numbers
(which uses hexadecimal), and wrote the definitions in the following way:

Inputting the definitions and creating the UI took some time as it was a new language, and so
there were of course a few times where I had to research how to do something or try and fix a bug
that was throwing the code. I also tried a few different methods of laying out the app to try and
work out which was the best method. I did however store all the definitions in separate functions,
so they can be called from wherever they are needed in the code.
We also wanted to consider putting some sort of password on the app, as it would be available on
the app store, but we would want to try and limit it to only Exeter students that can use it. We
considered using individual logins, but this would require potentially huge amounts of storage and
could also raise more data privacy concerns, plus it would lose the aspect of being readily
available on the go. Therefore, our idea was that we would have one password for the whole app,
that could be changed each term that the college would be notified of, for example, by email or a
notice in the Harrison building. This way there is one password that is kept in the app, and which
is easily changed each term. The password is set in the first few lines of code in the main file in
the program, and is clearly labelled, with a comment explicitly stating what it is. Once we set the
password, we then created a password page that opens upon launching the app. It prompts the
user to enter a password, and if it is not correct, just wipes the textbox, and if it is correct, loads
the topics page:
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I set the password to
‘mathsisfun’ to start with, but
that was just for my own
entertainment. It is a string,
and so can take other forms.

Short Summary:
As it currently stands, after a 4 week project, the app has a working user interface and the
definitions for 2 topics entered into it, plus a password page and standard code which can be
used to replicate and adapt current definition pages to new pages to enter more definitions. It is
not connected to a database because is a relatively small app and we wanted it to be selfcontained. There is one password for the app, and so no user logins. Our aim for the app
development was for it to be primarily based on revision, without replicating already available
resources on VLE, which is what we feel we have begun to create.
Ideas for Potential Expansion:
•

Adding more definitions to cover all the remaining year 1 maths topics, and eventually to cover
all the maths topics and potentially topics in other disciplines in CEMPS

•

Multiple choice questions to test student’s knowledge of the definitions. These can be made to
be more difficult and though provoking, such as:

Question: What is the definition of an exponential function?
1. An exponential function is one of the form f: ℝ → ℝ such that f(x) = ax where a is a strictly nonnegative constant.
2. An exponential function is one of the form f: ℝ → ℝ such that f(x) = ax where a is a strictly
positive constant.
3. FAQs from lecturers who teach the topic, so that common questions are explained in the app,
so students can check there first if they want to know something and are shy / afraid of asking.
4. Tagging the topics with associated modules, and then adding a search function, so students
can search for all the topics in a particular module.
5. Mind-map summary of what the student needs to know about a topic.
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Lockdown learning: notes on distanced
education — Dartington Online Writing
Retreat Blogs #4
JULY 20, 2020

EDUCATION INCUBATOR

The Education Incubator is enthusiastic in hosting this unique blogpost, written by five attendees
at our Online Writing Retreat in May. The thoughts expressed below on distanced learning – by
Matthew Collison (Computer Science), Katharine Earnshaw (Classics and Ancient History), Matt
Finn (Geography), Mollie Gascoigne (Law), and Houry Melkonian (Mathematics) – are important
factors that must shape how we all approach educating students through a primarily online
medium.
We are looking forward to posting more blogs from the Writing Retreat and on the Incubator Café
in the coming weeks.
In this blogpost we provide some reflections on distanced education that emerged from
conversations at the May 2020 Education Incubator Writing Retreat. These conversations have
since been informed by tweets, conversations with students, staff and an accumulation of reading
and reflection, which we would like to acknowledge.
The notes outline a selected set of provocations, challenges and opportunities that we see as
important as we shift to blended learning, and have been broadly categorised into ‘context’ and
‘practice’. As this is a co-written piece, there are degrees of agreement between us in relation to
each topic; however, all of us agree that these constitute important points for thinking as we
prepare for the next academic year.

Context: space, time and background
Choice of topics in teaching and the assumption of safe spaces
Campuses have never been ‘safe spaces’ for all students, but they often do provide spaces –
away from the other spaces of students’ lives – for exploring sensitive, personal, political issues in
careful ways. As we move to online teaching, where students might be learning from home, we
need to recognise that home isn’t always safe for students. There may be some things they can’t
talk about online (through voice calls for example) because they are aware that they may be
overheard or that other people may see their screens. Where students are learning with others
present – and this may now be more likely to be extended family rather than fellow students –
their learning may be more visible or audible to those they live with. The transition to online then
not only affects the presentation of the content but risks disruption to their fundamental human
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needs (physiological and safety) that are required for learning and that are sometimes provided
as by the campus environment. As educators, it appears important for both safety and learning
purposes that we are aware of this added dimension and think creatively about mitigating
associated risks where possible.
Risks of bringing whole self – visibility
When we teach (particularly large groups) it can be easier to see students as somewhat
undifferentiated. We might be less aware of their ‘backgrounds’, their life stories and the
knowledge and prior experiences they are bringing to their learning. In online distanced, or
perhaps ‘home based’ education, those aspects of the background may come more to the fore.
That students (and staff) are parents, carers, working, living alone or with others and many other
things become more apparent and need to be considered in how we plan and facilitate
opportunities for learning. There is the possibility of bringing more of our ‘whole self’ into these
learning spaces, which for some may be empowering and make their learning feel even more
relevant. But it also brings with it visibility which may be unwelcome, challenging or not possible to
manage. We can think about ways of teaching and learning that don’t always rely on the face-toface as the primary mode of engagement (not least because this can be overstimulating) and that
facilitate hearing each other in different ways. There will be students that value the structure
provided by sessions that take place at particular times, while others will need things to be
‘asynchronous’ if they are to participate.
Access to the internet is not just access to broadband
The internet is not a flat, equal block of information that we all access in similar ways:
sociocultural factors, such as class and economic background, age, geographic region, activity
levels, etc. can all impact on how we access information, as well as what sources are seen as
legitimate or important. As we consider the digital access divide, it is important that we also take
time to consider ‘digital inequality’ and ‘digital exclusion’. Even before the Covid
crisis, research would indicate that those from a higher socioeconomic background access the
internet differently than those from a lower socioeconomic background. There are already pieces
discussing the ways that Coronavirus has intensified and exaggerated this divide. Digital
inequality can show itself in tasks such as familiarity with reading long pieces of writing online,
undertaking research, writing an email; in other words, being comfortable in how different online
spaces work and in using the internet for academic purposes. As we move to online learning,
some of the opportunities to pick up these aspects of information ‘around the edges’ – through
talking to classmates before or after seminars or lectures, in watching how educators access
information in a classroom – may be lost. How do we support students to gain the kinds of
knowledge and skills they need to be confident learners in an academic online environment
beyond ensuring access to a laptop and the internet? How do we support those with different
levels of digital literacy?
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Practice: the ‘how’ of learning
Episodic learning and possibilities of self-assessment
A lecture is often made up of series of ‘learning moments’ or episodes put together to create an
argument or to demonstrate or reinforce a process, or skill. When creating resources that are ‘at
home’ online it can be useful to think about how we can structure our online environments around
these learning episodes. An episode might include activities that can be structured in a format that
fits the desired learning outcome. For example, online quizzes with structured settings (i.e., added
constraints: pass mark and limited number of attempts) can be used to provide opportunities for
deliberate practice and creativity, and something that will stimulate their thinking and gradually
help them identify new ways to learn. As educators, it is essential to realise the importance of
teaching our students ‘how to learn’ and not only ‘what to learn’, and this can be done through
exercises and activities we provide through online teaching. This may be accentuated with
students (who we should not imagine to be ‘digital natives’) who are re-thinking what it means to
be a student, and how to learn in blended or online majority ways.
The primacy of text?
It’s widely considered good practice to provide transcripts of audio/visual material for those with
accessibility needs – though these are used by wider groups of students also. There are practical
questions as to how we can provide these as default and whether AI tools offer reasonable
accurate options here. There’s also some evidence that some students draw on these over the
other kinds of ways we might present sources – indeed, transcripts can be read through
‘scanning’, searched, saved, annotated in different ways. It appears that this sets up the ‘primacy
of text’ in our teaching. While there may be videos, students may be learning as much from our
writing, as our speaking – through emails, transcripts, forum replies and so on. Seeing educators
as writers (and perhaps more so than ‘performers’ or ‘lecturers’ [those who ‘profess’ through their
speech]) challenges some assumption about the role of academics and the ways in which
students learn. It raises questions about how we can facilitate what students need, and ways in
which they may prefer to learn, but also to go beyond the text.
Unstructured/structured and verbal/non-verbal ideas
Teaching and learning in higher education is often designed for face-to-face lecture delivery with
print-based supporting materials. As we move to online learning this lecture format and these print
-based teaching materials can be unsuited to digital presentation. When we consider how a
module leader/lecturer contributes to learning, beyond the curriculum and content design, the
lecturer’s role is providing a tempo – a rhythm – and narrative to learning experience and
presenting key threshold concepts at the right time in the learning process. In online learning, the
learning environment and student engagement and therefore the student experience will become
more diverse so the ability of the lecturer to control the tempo, narrative and learning experience
becomes more challenging. A key tool to empower students is enabling them to identify their
position in their learning process, though we need to be wary of the risk of surveillance culture in
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digital pedagogies. The ability of students in tracking their progress depends on good metadata
and rich digitisation of the teaching materials. Rich metadata for teaching materials should be
guided by the FAIR principles of open data publishing. An effective strategy for online transition
will therefore include both a digitisation of the teaching materials with rich metadata and an online
learning environment that links to the metadata of the curriculum to facilitate a digitisation of the
learning experience which makes the tempo and narrative subjective to the student.
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Snakes and Ladders — A Classroom
Activity for Building Dialogue and
Shared Understanding
JULY 28, 2020

SARAH DYER

We are excited to host this blog on developing innovative pedagogical games, written by
Dr Sarah Dyer, the Director of the Education Incubator
I want to share an activity I have been developing to support discussions between academics
about what builds – and what gets in the way of – developing as educators.
The activity draws on the playful learning being developed in the Exeter Education Incubator but
rather than playing a game, the activity asks participants to design a game. In this case a game of
‘snakes and ladders’ (‘slides and ladders’ in the US, I am told). At ‘1’ the players are academics
just starting out in their careers. On reaching ‘100’ they are successful educators who create
transformative education for their students.
The participants in the activity must create the rules of game. First they identify the ‘snakes’ in this
game; as an example, one might be ‘lack of mentoring’. This involves a group brainstorming.
Next, they must decide the relative length of each snake. This requires a review and discussion of
the proposed ‘snakes’. To keep it punchy I stuck to the snakes, but you could follow these two
steps to identify ladders too.

An example of the game designed on Mural.
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I was lucky enough to get to test a prototype with some volunteers. Using Mural I had a couple of
volunteers run through the activity. It was great to get feedback and discuss improvements and
possible uses of the activity. One suggestion was about the value of the activity for early career
academics and their mentors, where it could be used to discuss strategies and tactics to
overcome the ‘snakes’. I also really enjoyed a discussion about the relative value of identifying
ladders or snakes. Given the work I have done using Appreciative Inquiry, I am drawn the value of
focusing on ‘ladders’. However, my volunteers were committed of the importance of creating a
safe and productive space for discussing challenges.
Doing the activity with a group of about 40 early career academics I adapted the original idea a
bit. First, five people in the group identified snakes and then others added to the ‘list’. A different
five volunteers then valued the snakes, with a subsequent discussion of their assessments. The
activity was placed at end of the first of two days of online synchronous and asynchronous
workshops. The beginning of the second day then asked participants to share their own ‘ladders’,
the things that helped them become the educators they want to be. I was struck by the
importance of people and peer learning in their ladders, whilst the snakes were more diverse.

Some of the ladders that volunteers helped to create and prototype
The activity worked well. It served to foster a conversation about the context we work (and learn)
in, and also the autonomy we can exercise. Participants also welcomed that I modelled using a
new software tool, as I have not used Mural before as an educator, but that is another story.
As ever, I have drawn on the work of fantastic colleagues and collaborators. Lisa Alberici and I
talked through how to make it work in our teaching of the Academic Profession Programme at the
University of Exeter.
Playful Learning in the Exeter Education Incubator is being championed by Joe Francis, Steph
Comley, Maarten Koeners, and Holly Henderson.
Thanks so much to Thomas Maiorana for his coaching in the design of this game, and Karla Berry
and Amanda Brooks, who were a couple of my amazingly thoughtful prototype testers. Thank
you.
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Online resources and narrowcasting
the curriculum
SEPTEMBER 8, 2020

EDUCATION INCUBATOR

Matt Finn’s 2019/20 project explored the value of different online resources for students. You can
read his findings comparing professional videos, podcasts, curated reading lists, and ‘low tech’ in
his report.
Please click on the picture below to see Matt’s original report.

The Incubator Café last year!

If you are interested in this type of content, we have a number of other blogs in related categories.
Please click here to read more.
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Video introductions for modules: a guide
to why and how to create an inclusive
approach — Dartington online writing
retreat blog #5
SEPTEMBER 14, 2020

LISA HARRIS, SARAH DYER, HELEN WALKINGTON

By Lisa Harris, Sarah Dyer, and Helen Walkington
What have introductory videos on Virtual Learning Environments (VLEs) got to do with social
justice? Our aim in this blog post is to persuade you of the value of short introductory video as a
one mechanism of inclusion. You may worry that an introductory video is, at best, a distraction
from the real ‘business’ of the module; at worst, off-putting ‘fluff’ or a ‘vanity project’. However,
these videos though are a way of welcoming students and supporting them to establish a sense
of belonging. Whilst this is important for all students, we know that students’ initial sense of
belonging is likely to be aligned to their educational and family background. We know too that
sense of belonging is likely to impact on retention and student experience. We use the blog to
suggest some next steps for making inclusive and engaging introductory videos.
An introductory video should welcome your students and help them to feel at ease. A video
recreates some of what you probably do as second nature when you walk in to the first lecture or
seminar with students. It starts to build a relationship which supports learning, and communicates
something about you as a person with expertise and interest in the subject. Online teaching
shouldn’t set out to merely mimic in person teaching but this is something important that you need
to make sure isn’t lost. The opportunity that an online learning environment affords is that a video
can be viewed and re-watched in ways that are meaningful and convenient to each student.
Whatsmore, intentionally welcoming students is particularly powerful for students who don’t bring
with them a strong feeling of belonging. While this could be any student, it is likely to be more
common for non-traditional students. In a collection about teaching in the context of diversity,
Paul Gillary (2015) identified photos and biographies of authors, along with video abstracts, as
important tools to support diverse students. By curating a warm welcome (as opposed to a distant
and formal institution/departmental introduction) we have the opportunity to demonstrate to our
students that we see them all as belonging in our learning community.
Welcoming and connecting with students should be the priority. If you have lots of information that
you want to communicate, think where else you can do this. (Clarity of expectations is another
fundamental foundation of learning. It shouldn’t be neglected, but it does not belong in the
introductory video.) A welcome video can set the tone of interactions in the learning environment.
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Possible prompts to choose from:
Why might the student be interested in this module?
How might the module challenge the way a student thinks about things?
What will students learn?
What (big) questions will you address in the module?
How does the module help make sense of current events/pressing contemporary challenges?
What do you find really interesting in the module?
What do you really enjoy in the module?

Practical steps:
This guide [1] provides a useful comparison of the features of the various video creation tools that
are now supported by the University of Exeter.
In order to ensure the video is welcoming and inclusive, it’s important to prioritise informality.
There’s no need for “studio” quality, in fact that can be quite off-putting and “corporate” as well as
expensive and time-consuming to produce (Finn 2020). Within a basic Teams meeting (invite
yourself to a call) you can record a short message, upload to Stream and embed in an ELE page.
No need for editing – if you want to change something, just re-record and replace. The big
advantage of this method is that you can include more than one person and make the introduction
into an informal conversation, without the participants needing to be together in person – see this
example [1].

An introductory video
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Stream adds captions to the video – they will need some checking and editing but it is easy to do.
You can always supplement your introduction with further messages throughout the module, for
example as weekly summaries, or explanations of a task, and embed them into your ELE course
where you wish.

To be truly inclusive, think about:
•

Facilitating asynchronous viewing

•

Avoiding jargon and thinking carefully about what prior learning people have.

•

Ensuring learners with auditory disabilities can access the video – ie include a transcript (NB
this can be done while making the video, but there is a need to speak slowly and clearly to
ensure the captions match exactly what was said. Check and edit this before posting).

•

Keeping the video short, informal and informative

•

The legal requirement for transcripts/captions.

For full details of how to develop accessible and inclusive digital materials, checkout this section
of the Enhancement Hub [1].
[1]

Links to a resource accessible through University of Exeter sign-in.

References:
Finn, M. (2020) Online resources and narrowcasting the curriculum accessed: https://
sway.office.com/DEBBnkw6TDdlLska?ref=Link
Gillary, P. (2015) How this publication is made accessible. Teaching in the context of diversity:
Reflections and tips from educators at King’s College London Higher Education Research
Network Journal pp. 5-6 accessed: https://www.kcl.ac.uk/study/learningteaching/kli/publications/
hern-j/journals/hernjvol9.pdf
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Lego Serious Play: Training Blog!
REBEKAH WELTON

SEPTEMBER 18, 2020

The Education Incubator Serious Fun, Serious Play, Serious Skills project awarded six bursaries
to support Lego Serious Play Facilitation Training across the University of Exeter. In this blog, one
of the bursary recipients, Dr Rebekah Welton shares her journey.
I am a Lecturer in the Department of Theology and Religion. As a relative newcomer to the world
of teaching and lecturing, I am particularly keen to try new and exciting ways of delivering content
and assessments for my students. So when I heard about the opportunity to apply for a bursary to
train as a Lego Serious Play facilitator, I was immediately intrigued. However, I did not have much
time to put together the application video as I was about to go on annual leave for a week
camping in Wales! I decided to make the most of the gorgeous landscapes and recorded my
application video in various locations from Great Orme’s Head to Llanberis! Fortunately, the sight
of me in walking gear did not put the panel off, and I was selected to receive the bursary for Lego
Serious Play facilitation training. I was delighted!
In normal circumstances, Lego Serious Play takes place face-to-face, with all participants
handling shared piles of Lego, but this was, of course not taking place under normal
circumstances. So instead, each of us received an array of Lego in the post to use in our own
homes via Zoom.

A Lego Serious play set!
Our brilliant trainer, Sean, taught us to use the bricks as metaphors, building models to express
our ideas and anxieties about any topic imaginable. We had to learn to listen carefully to the
stories that each participant told about the models, and in asking further probing questions about
why they chose a red brick instead of yellow, we were led to unexpected but insightful
conversations about each model and what they represented.
Once we got the knack of facilitating the building of individual models online and using them for
reflection, we then learnt to amalgamate the individual models into a one large shared model. I
think we were all surprised by just how effective this was for drawing together a variety of ideas
into one narrative, mediated by the Lego bricks.
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In the midst of our Lego Serious training!
On the second day of training we got into the nitty-gritty work of planning Lego Serious Play
sessions for the particular needs of a specific group; a seminar on a particular module, a
department of academic colleagues, or an executive group, for example. This is where we
realised that the efficacy of Lego Serious Play sessions relies on the planning and the thoughtful
implementation of clear, accurate directions for model building, and the subsequent reflection. It is
not simply a case of asking participants to play with bricks. The task must be framed carefully to
yield the best results. Nevertheless, the capacity and flexibility that this playful pedagogy provides
for enhancing learning and communication are immense, and I am eagerly anticipating delivering
my first Lego session to my students in a couple of weeks. When face to face, hands-on Lego
sessions become safe to carry out, Sean will be visiting us on campus to teach us how to run
even bigger Lego Serious Play sessions and build ‘system models’.

Learning more about Lego Serious Play with the other facilitators!

I feel so inspired by the training I received. The ways in which this method of learning and
creating shared visions can be used appears to be multifarious. I am fully behind the aims of
Education Incubator to integrate Lego Serious Play into the University’s toolkit of common
practices in teaching and academic development. If you have the opportunity to attend a session,
or to also receive facilitation training at a later date, I wouldn’t hesitate to take part!
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Taking the remote out of online
learning—using digital co-presence
to build learning communities
SEPTEMBER 23, 2020

LISA HARRIS, SARAH DYER

By Lisa Harris and Sarah Dyer
In this post we challenge the “deficit model” of online teaching and learning that continues to
circulate in the media. This model assumes that learners are “remote”, or “at a distance” when
they study online, and are therefore at a disadvantage. In contrast, we’ve come to understand the
affordances of different techniques and tools for creating digital co-presence as we’ve become
more practiced at online education. We argue that designing-in co-presence and opportunities to
practice the skills needed for online engagement can support effective and inclusive learning
communities. We conclude by providing a number of practical recommendations for digital
educators.

Photo: Challenges Online (UoE Careers)
Dialogue and partnership with our students are central to designing and refining (online) learning.
Many students at “traditional” universities may well say they prefer to engage educationally and
socially with each other and their tutors on campus. This is understandable as most have years of
experience of learning in person and much less experience as online learners. When teaching
and learning switched quickly online in the spring, it was fair to say that the “emergency” online
experience was “mixed” for students and staff alike. As we are writing this six months later,
physical classrooms, labs, studios have been reconfigured by significant health and safety
restrictions and are about to reopen. Alongside this, significant effort has gone in over the
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summer to develop modules for the 20/21 academic year, but the language of deficit remains. So
what happens next? We argue that in many subject areas, well-structured online programmes
offer obvious and significant advantages over a restricted campus-based experience during a
pandemic. Moreover, a number of these advantages hold true even in the (very unlikely) return to
“normal” circumstances any time soon.
We must build on the positives that students already know about, for example, the flexibility that
has been provided by lecture recordings while (some) related seminars and other activities took
place in person. Even pre-covid, the assumption of attendance was challenged as increasing
numbers of students were not necessarily available for “full time” study due to many very
reasonable practical or health-related issues. Beyond simple lecture recording, modules that we
have offered largely online for flexible study over the past few years have proved to be very
popular. For example, our online module on the future of work mirrors work-based developments
in digital collaboration to allow students to experience that change for themselves. It also cuts
across the timetable restrictions on physical attendance so we can include students from across
the whole institution, and integrates with an open MOOC that includes learners from all across the
globe. Interestingly, last year 20% of all enrolled students on this module had Individual Learning
Plans (ILPs) for a variety of reasons and these were almost entirely mitigated by online
participation.
Those who see online education as deficient worry that online platforms cannot be used to build
learning communities and strong educator-learner relationships. However, online collaboration
can be accessible and inclusive in ways that in person just isn’t, including for those with other
responsibilities, those who have long commutes, and people learning in a language which isn’t
their first. Through an awareness of the importance of their own digital presence in a learning
environment, educators lay a foundation and role-model digital presence for their students.
Educator presence can include video introductions and weekly summaries as well as ensuring
student contributions are responded to. Educators can provide scaffolding of early ‘low stakes’
opportunities for students to practice being visible in the online space and engaging with their
peers. Community building and collaboration can be supported by both synchronous and
asynchronous activity. Digital tools have affordances which create new and different ways of
being present. We must utilise these and make community building a priority in how we design
online learning. There is an evolving literature which speaks to these themes. See “the limits of
online education are assumed, not a given” by Cris Costa for a great example.

Recommendations
So instead of treating online study as “distant” or “remote”, here are some practical ways in which
we can create presence and collaboration online – even with “traditional” full time student
cohorts.
1. Using asynchronous and asynchronous activities that support and build on each other. For
example,
– Students can be asked to source and contribute examples which are then picked up and
developed further in real time discussion, and summarised afterwards for the benefit of the
whole group.
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– Create shared documents that students can develop and edit before a synchronous class.
This provides a way of practicing collaborative writing in their own time. It creates the
opportunity to develop writing skills in ways we don’t tend to do in person. It creates a
shared resource to be used after the class. A section can also be added for questions or
comments to be used during the class so those who don’t feel so confident speaking can
ask questions or raise problems. Tools such as Padlet or Mural are very useful for this.
– Staff development events have worked well online through the summer, in a condensed
but more inclusive format. Individual and collaborative elements can be included in a
combination of synchronous and asynchronous sessions. We describe in our blog post
reflecting on the Dartington writing retreat, for example, making effective use of a recipe
sharing exercise to help build community both before and during the event.

Photo: Exeter Education Incubator Retreat Online (Lisa Harris)

2. Think asynchronous over synchronous!
There are many benefits of well-designed and supported asynchronous teaching and learning,
well argued in this THE article by Madeline St Amour. She argues that trying to force a whole
group into real time activities can be discriminatory, and that tutors should focus on providing
significant levels of time-distributed support. Tutor presence needs to be maintained throughout,
although extra effort at the start can be rewarded
later as students grow in confidence.
3. Have students work in groups
For example, set time-limited tasks for students to
tackle in small groups online. For example,
our Challenges Online event enabled over 400
students working in 67 small teams to develop
and present their project findings. Subsequently,
participating students created guides for others
on netiquette and the practical steps which
enabled effective collaborative working.
Photo: Challenges Online (UoE Careers)
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Photo: Challenges Online (UoE Careers)
4. Take advantage of the ability to invite others in
– Short panel sessions within workshops have worked well where external contributors can
be brought together for a real time discussion far more easily than coordinating their
simultaneous presence on campus. This supports students to develop skills and confidence
in communicating with diverse ‘types’ of people.
– Integrate MOOCs into credit bearing modules, with space to analyse and reflect on the
experiences of engaging with others on the MOOC.

5. Support students to develop the skills of engaging online
– Be explicit with students that these are new (and valuable) skills and provide opportunities
for students to practice and get comfortable by early ‘low stakes’ opportunities. Provide
space for reflection and skills self-assessment later on in modules.

6. Be clear about when and how in online, balancing flexibility with clarity
– There are many online communication options such as bookable meeting slots, drop ins,
phone calls, chat messaging or email. You need to be clear in communication about how an
when tutors will be present to support students.

The recommendations we have outlined here illustrate how online study can build learning
communities, and thus be anything but “distant” or “remote”. In fact, it offers a more flexible and
inclusive experience for students, even setting aside the current restrictions. Looking to the future,
we obviously hope to see the “new normal” provide opportunities for staff and students to work
together in person, while also maintaining and further developing the affordances of digital
collaboration.
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Parallel Texts #1 — Rethinking education
through the lens of parallel texts
NOVEMBER 2, 2020

JESS SHAW, CHARLIE BERRY

This blog has been co-written by Jess Shaw (@JessShawExpArc) and Charlie Berry
@charliefoy, the two student Project Coordinators working on the Parallel Texts
project (@parallel_texts). In this short blog, Jess and Charlie explain what inspired the project and
how the project team seek to use parallel text software to innovate the educational experience for
Exeter students.
Much of what we do in education can be thought of as a parallel text. Some examples include:
1. Students’ notes taken in class are parallel texts or commentaries on the course materials;
2. The processes of first and second marking and moderation of essays and assignments create
parallel texts or commentaries on the student submission;
3. Video lectures and printed notes are parallel resources that can be appropriately referenced
and linked.
These and other texts are created in parallel to or as commentaries on source material. If properly
collected and curated, this corpus of parallel texts could become a rich new learning tool. For
example, notes can vary between students as they pick out and record different aspects of the
course, adding their knowledge and interpretation. Through layering these perspectives, a curated
resource could be created that would improve the experience of education for both academic staff
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and students. This project aims to initiate conversations and make recommendations on the tools
and protocols that are necessary to implement a “parallel texts” approach to education.
One research aspect of this project involves looking at what already exists and considering how
these could be used or modified for use as an educational tool, drawing on the expertise of many
disciplines. For example, Humanities often work with parallel texts and have developed tools to
analyse them, such as looking at and comparing different translations of the bible. Another
exciting use of this comparison software is for literary analysis, with it being used to compare and
track changes in the fifteen versions of the poem ‘The Creek of the Four Graves’ by Charles
Harpur. The project aims to use these types of examples alongside further research to uncover
the key benefits of approaching education in this parallel way.
The project is headed by Prof Barrie Cooper who has previously led many educational projects,
including ‘Embedding student-led change in the curriculum’ as well as others within the Education
Incubator. Alongside Barrie is Dr Layal Hakim, who works to combine pedagogy in higher
education mathematics and co-led Education Incubator project with Barrie called the ‘The Exeter
Spectrum Project.’ The final key member of the project team is Dr Leif Isaksen, who co-led the
‘Locating Imagined Spaces’ Education Incubator project and helped develop two award-winning
pieces of software: Recogito, an online platform for Semantic Annotation of texts, images and
data tables (‘Best Tool or Suite of Tools’, DH Awards 2018), and Peripleo, a demonstrator
semantic search engine (‘Best Data Visualisation’, DH Awards 2016).
The Parallel Texts project is part of the Education Incubator. It is currently recruiting staff and
students from across disciplines, to see how parallel text software can be adapted to fit various
methods of learning and teaching across the University of Exeter.
If you have any questions or wish to take part, please email Project Coordinators Jess Shaw
jfs209@exeter.ac.uk and Charlie Berry cfb207@exeter.ac.uk.
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Creatively Reimagine the Education
of Mathematics through the Use of
Visual Art at Primary Levels
NOVEMBER 12, 2020

HOURY MELKONIAN, AMBER ELLIS

Dr Houry Melkonian (Project Lead) and Amber Ellis
(Student Project Assistant)
The project is part of the Education Incubator. It is currently
looking for primary schools (Year 5 groups (November 2020January 2021) & Year 6 groups (January2021-March 2021)),
to see how art can be adapted to fit various methods of
learning and teaching Mathematics skills at Schools.
The process of learning is more often closely linked to the state of joy and satisfaction it entails,
whether it happens through playful learning activities, animated teaching or visual art.
Mathematics is one of the important subjects we teach at schools. It is common for young children
to express a dislike for maths, maybe due to its abstract nature and the rigidity of the curriculum
we employ. Art is another subject that is mostly popular and appealing to school children, which
may be because of its joyous nature and the freedom it offers to the learners. However, both
subjects are beautifully influenced by each other, that is almost inevitable to mention one in the
absence of the other. Here we shall ask, how does the education of mathematics relate to the
education of art? Or, how may art be used to re-imagine the way we teach maths at schools?
The aim of this project is to creatively rethink the primary level mathematical pedagogy through
the use of art. It aims at combining art and maths for school children by developing artistic
learning activities that teaches and communicates the maths skills for the targeted age groups.
Creating more awareness of how art can contribute to maths educational experience, will
encourage the incorporation of these creative learning activities into the maths curriculum at
primary schools.
This project aims at enhancing the current curriculum used at teaching mathematics at primary
school levels by engaging visual art and creativity into the class activities. The project is new and
first of its kind, it primarily aims at constructively enhancing the mathematical pedagogy at Years
5 & 6 levels through the use of art. Activities aim to break down the mathematical tasks into its
fundamental phases, replacing these seemingly simple steps with an artistic process. This is in
order to provide a visual representation of the procedure required to complete the task.
Approaching tasks in this manner aims to improve accessibility by visually walking through steps
that some students may struggle to initially complete mentally. Providing a visual representation
helps to solidify concepts in the student’s mind.
If you have any questions or wish to take part,
Lead h.melkonian@exeter.ac.uk or DM on twitter at @DrHMelkonian.
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Top Tips for successful applications:
The Student-Led Anti-Racism
Project Fund
NOVEMBER 16, 2020

TOM RITCHIE

The Education Incubator Team are looking forward to supporting students’ anti-racism project
ideas, and empowering the students to disseminate this necessary work across the University of
Exeter. In this blog, the Incubator Project Manager, Dr Tom Ritchie reflects on Radical
Pedagogies, a project he ran as a student at the University of Kent which focused on
decolonising the curriculum and anti-racist pedagogies. Throughout the blog, he gives some
practical tips for students and staff to use when they are applying for the anti-racism project funds.

In 2016, I was sitting in a PGCHE session (LTHE is the Exeter equivalent), discussing the
challenges faced by students in universities today. These included the BIPOC teaching and
attainment gap, the need to decolonise the curriculum, as well as the challenges of access and
support given students from low-income households, to LGBT+ students, and those entering the
University from care.
What became quickly apparent in this class – full of other PhD students and Early-Career
Researchers – was that the majority felt that decolonisation – along with the variety of challenges
to successful teaching – was not their priority to address in their day-to-day roles.
The only other dissenter to this view was an English Literature PhD student, Claire Hurley. We
spoke after the class and decided that if no-one else was going to try to fix these challenges, then
we would try in our spare time. Our idea for what eventually became ‘Radical Pedagogies’ grew
out of our collective frustration at this shirking of responsibility and type of inertia in universities,
particularly when it came to resolving the prevalent challenges and barriers that students face
year in and year out.
Tip #1: Make sure to find a collaborator (or three!) early on for your idea – their passions,
perspectives, and support will be invaluable to develop your project idea.
We spoke on Facebook over the following few days, trying to decide what we could do to make a
difference on these issues. We agreed that whatever we chose to do, it had to be truly innovative
and inclusive, ultimately deciding that we would create an entirely student-led teaching forum for
Humanities staff that would approach and discuss these challenges. While this may not sound too
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innovative by itself, we decided that we would:
•

Flip the format of the traditional conference event by inviting students and other secondary
school staff to come and share their teaching experiences. The forum provided a space to
prototype and develop their innovative pedagogical ideas and insights with the academic staff
an attendance.

•

Pay students an hourly rate to attend the event, so that those who could not afford to miss a
day from work could do so, ensuring their voices were heard.

•

Create a national network for all those interested in radical pedagogies, where members could
create and share guidance and best practice for how to teach in a fairer and more inclusive
way.

•

Invite professional services staff alongside students and academics.

We agreed that having professional services staff as part of the project was vital, as too often they
were the people left out of the loop when new initiatives were developed in our departments. We
invited them as they not only understand University processes and help to manage and
implement changes in colleges and departments, but their inclusion also ensured our project
would have a legacy within the University afterwards.
Tip #2: Think outside the box, especially in terms of how you want your project to become
part of the University-infrastructure, and last beyond your time as a student. While behindthe-scenes processes can seem boring and shouldn’t get in the way of your passion, they
– along with the staff who work to implement them – are often the only way to make sure
things are embedded into the University to benefit future students.
One of the key challenges that we wanted the forum to address was the Teaching and Attainment
gap that BIPOC students experience nationally. To get broader buy-in for what we were trying to
do, we met with key University staff before submitting our funding bid to get their advice. We also
made sure to link the aims and outcomes of the project to the University’s Education Strategy and
other Equality Diversity and Inclusivity frameworks. By showing how our forum would fit in with
what the University was already hoping to do helped to strengthen our funding application, which
was ultimately successful and led to us being awarded £4,500 to run the project in January 2018.
Tip #3: Get buy-in from key people and groups in the University. If you aren’t sure who
they are, start by clicking here! Linking up with them will help you to make sure that your
project complements and feeds into the current work done or planned by the University.
One of the biggest challenges Claire and I had was getting the main Radical Pedagogies project
event organised as we were both were coming towards the end of our PhDs and were busy with
rewrites. Though we eventually managed to do it ourselves, we would have loved some support
on the preparation side. This type of project support is what the Education Incubator is hoping to
be able to provide; we have lots of project experience and access to networks and expertise that
you can utilise in your projects.
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Tip #4: Make sure to stay in touch with the Education Incubator about your project – we
passionately support the anti-racism work at the University and other groups locally,
nationally, internationally, and want your projects to be a big success.

The Radical Pedagogies forum had over 50 attendees from universities across the country, as
well as local schools. We had many unique sessions that contributed to a discussion of what HE
could and perhaps should be, ranging from utopian pedagogies to punk pedagogies, closing the
BIPOC teaching gap, using flooding as a teaching technique, pedagogical poetry, and an
excellent session on engaged learning, entitled ‘Silent Students: It’s not them it’s you.’

Our two plenary speakers also gave incredible sessions, with Professor Richard Hall describing
how best to ‘Dismantle the HE curriculum,’ and Professor Shahidha Bari discussing her view of
‘The Art of Education.’
Professor Hall spoke passionately about challenging the neo-liberal University He called for us to
decolonise and dismantle the curriculum, by telling participants to find ‘points of solidarity inside a
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system that is toxic’ and use these as points of ‘resistance and refusal’ for the prevalent university
narratives of precarity, competition, financialisation, and marketisation.

Professor Bari’s talk took a more philosophical take on the challenges caused by the increasing
prevalence of marketisation within universities. She cited Derrida, Foucault, Rousseau, and
others in her opening words, claiming that ‘the imagination [is] our greatest weapon against the
marketisation of HE and its metrics – it is immeasurable, unquantifiable.’ She discussed many
potential paths to take to combat marketisation, but ultimately concluded that ‘the most radical
thing we can do at the moment is teach optimism.’
It is with Professor Bari’s call to teach optimism that I want to finish this blog. If you are a student
or a staff member working to decolonise the University or on any other anti-racism project (or if
you have only recently become involved in the struggle, due to the BLM movement, George
Floyd, or Breonna Taylor), be optimistic that every positive action you take and every discussion
you have about these issues helps to contribute towards a solution.
Tip #5: If you are a student who wants to contribute further, apply to run an antiracism project here.
For more on the legacy of the ‘Radical
Pedagogies’ project, click here to see the
second Radical Pedagogies event run in
collaboration with the Stephen Lawrence
Research Centre at the De Montfort University
in 2019.

If you would be interested in being part of this project or want to talk through your idea for
the anti-racism project fund, please email us at educationincubator@exeter.ac.uk.
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Parallel Texts #2 — What We’ve
Learned So Far
NOVEMBER 30, 2020

JESS SHAW, CHARLIE BERRY

This blog has been co-written by Jess Shaw (@JessShawExpArc) and Charlie Berry
@charliefoy, the two student Project Coordinators working on the Parallel Texts
project (@parallel_texts). In this short blog, Jess and Charlie give an update on the project, their
first network meeting in November, and how you can get involved in the second!
Our “Rethinking education through the lens of parallel texts” project had its first network meeting
last month. Throughout the hour, the topics of debate ranged from annotation, unstructured vs
structured information, and the social dynamics of teaching and learning. Those who attended,
both staff and students, were all passionate about education and new technologies that can
enhance learning. This blog post is a chance to think more about some of the points raised and to
continue the conversation.
The ‘Privileged’ Voice of the Teacher
Often the teacher or module convenor is the most important person in the classroom. Is this the
way it should be? Or should we consider the possibility of valuing different voices?
When the teacher is the only voice that is considered, this can make it difficult for students to feel
like their contributions are valued, or might discourage some from participating at all. Often,
conversations between students when there is no presence of an authority figure can turn out to
be vibrant and enriching, even if they explore ideas in a way that is not “correct.” Thinking about
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ways to best include everybody in the classroom will allow for a more collaborative learning
experience. Engagement is more critical than ever, with increasing amounts of teaching occurring
online.
Assessments – Marking and Moderating
Parallel texts are not only useful in teaching but also have the potential to revolutionise both
marking and moderation. For example, the possibility of moderators to see the annotations of
markers side by side would allow for an improved moderation experience. If there were a way to
dynamically link, for example, assignment brief, marking criteria, passages in student submissions
and a marker’s comments together, this would allow for a “bigger picture” view of students work,
and a more dynamic evaluation process.
The Collaborative Process
Would students be happy to share their work with others? For example, by using collaborative
annotation software which allows students to annotate web pages or PDFs in real-time, their
comments would be visible to their classmates. Some within our meeting had some well-founded
concerns about this subject.
Perhaps students would be more likely to participate in this way if they felt that it was something
that would directly benefit them. If more were done to establish a culture of participation, in which
students were encouraged to collaborate alongside one another, this would help them feel
actively involved in the learning process.
Critical to our project is considering the question “Would students want to engage in this way?” Is
the idea of parallel texts one that will be able to transform learning? Do students see alternative
tools as something which will enhance their learning and benefit them? These are all topics which
we need to acknowledge in our work on this project. It is of the utmost importance that we
understand the social dynamics of both teaching and learning just as much as we consider the
technologies to implement them.
If you would like to attend our next meeting on Thursday 3rd December at 13:30, in which we
will be discussing the web annotation tool ‘Hypothes.is’, please email Project Coordinators Jess
Shaw jfs209@exeter.ac.uk and Charlie Berry cfb207@exeter.ac.uk.
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The importance of ethics of care
when doing a decolonial work
DECEMBER 4, 2020

EDUCATION INCUBATOR

This blog is a provocation written by Riadh Ghemmour on
what ethics of care mean to me [us] in the current Incubator
project, ‘Decolonial Knowledge Production and Anti-Racist
Pedagogy.’ The project seeks to discuss and introduce the
idea of ‘pluriversality,’ while also contributing to the wider
emancipatory movement fighting against racism and
oppression through a consideration of the ethics of care.
I am currently a doctoral researcher at the Graduate School
of Education and a student fellow within the Education
Incubator. In this role, I work alongside other crossdisciplinary students and staff to advance progressive
knowledge and effective ways to decolonise knowledge production and research and/or teaching
praxis.
While decolonial projects are gaining slowly traction within UK universities for the realisation and
achievement of social justice, equality, and equity in HE, my experience in pursing decolonial
work has highlighted the complexity of achieving change, either individually or collectively.
This complexity comes from the fact that decolonial projects tend to unpack sensitive and bitter
‘truths’ about colonialism and imperialism. These can lead to sentiments of anger, frustration, and
pain from those who carry the trauma and accounts of racial violence and discrimination with
them.
However, despite this complexity, these topics need to be addressed to move forward for a better
understanding of our history, humanity, and education. This is achieved through engaging in noncoercive dialogues that are grounded in ethics of care between whomever embraces decoloniality
and seeks to challenge how Western hegemony shapes today’s world through suppressing other
ways of knowing and being.
Furthermore, when doing a decolonial work, it is easy to lose interest at times if someone does
not see immediate results. It is important to acknowledge that this endeavour is a [very] long and
complicated process that requires imagination, collective commitment, and hard work to drive the
change that we – as students and staff – want to aim at within our respective spaces. This is why
I believe that ethics of care are of paramount importance. They exist just under the surface of our
decolonial project and ensure that we all are able to carry on the mission without feeling
alienated, isolated, alone, and exhausted within the University ecosystem. This blog is an attempt
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to provide a reflective account of how I catalyse this idea of ‘ethics of care’ through the many
dialogues I had with the group and what it may mean in our space and project.
The ethics of care has been the point of departure for our collective project, which seeks to tackle
issues that may be sensitive to marginalised groups (e.g., institutional racism, discrimination, and
islamophobia). Reflecting upon this idea of ‘care’, it is necessary to be respectful and empathetic
when different groups enter the space of our project; indeed, different people bring their lived
experiences, trauma, and intersectionality (e.g. race, ethnicity, age, sexuality, religion, culture, or
gender) within the decolonial complexity. Therefore, it is important to utilise ethics of care and
strategically turn them into a paradigm of co-existence, which allows us to do justice to
decoloniality and our collective and individual agendas. In this context, the collective of student
fellows and staff are still holding such thought-provoking conversations around ‘ethics of care’ and
learning how to catalyse the idea to reflect it in our work, events, and manifesto.
Also, we attempt to hold a collective attitude of active listening, dialogue and empathy grounded
in an understanding of where each individual within the group is located in the historical and
colonial canon. We are also alert to the cautiousness many have when challenging power
dynamics, as well as the discourse of domination vs. marginalisation for the reconceptualisation
of social relationships. This type of praxis provides an opportunity to celebrate ‘pluriversality’ in its
diverse manifestations, allowing different ‘truths’ and ‘meanings’ to come together to foster
individual and collective agency and decolonial solidarity within the project and beyond.
The long history of struggles to combat institutional racism, colonialism and coloniality as well as
the decolonial movement shows that ethics of care are needed more than ever to avoid
dehumanisation once again, as the previous European conquests did. Through decolonisation,
we are trying to recover and heal together; students and staff are moving this conversation
forward to sustain the work of decolonial complexity grounded in an ethical vision towards
diversely situated worldviews.
Nonetheless, the discussions remain unfinished.
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•

To learn more about the Education Incubator, click here

•

To read our 2021 blogs, click here

•

Contact us by email here

•

Follow us on Twitter here

•

Connect with us on LinkedIn here
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